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Automation is transforming the marketing 
industry as we know it

Marketers around the globe are using programmatic 
advertising to their advantage – allowing brands to target their 
audience with greater accuracy, across multiple channels. 

Our popular Little Clear Guides break down the basics, 
providing bite-sized information focusing on topical trends 
within the industry. 

Here’s our latest – The Little Clear Guide to Programmatic 
Advertising. 

By 2020 it has 
been forecasted 
to increase to

of all digital  
display  
advertising. 

 

Programmatic  
trading makes up 

80% 95%1

http://www.marketingweek.com
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Programmatic advertising: what is it?

Today’s digital advertisers use Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and algorithms to analyse our online behaviour, buy digital 
media and serve relevant advertising. 
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Programmatic advertising – effectively automated advertising 
– allows advertisers to let software manage the purchase of 
digital ad space across the web with real-time bidding. This 
saves time and optimises media buying.

Advertisers simply set up their campaign criteria (budget, bid 
price, targeting etc.) and the software decides what ad space 
to buy and how much to pay for it.

Programmatic advertising can reach virtually all internet 
display platforms. It can manage anything from display, 
mobile, social, search, video advertising channels and even 
television ads.

65%
 

of digital media 
ad spend will be 
programmatic in 20192

http://www.marketingweek.com
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Types of programmatic advertising

Programmatic advertising can work in two ways:

• REAL TIME BIDDING (RTB)

  This is about automatically buying  
media space via real-time auctions  
that happen in milliseconds. Some  
bids your ads win and get shown,  
some don’t.

• PROGRAMMATIC DIRECT

  This is when advertisers do a deal  
to buy space in advance directly  
from publishers. There’s no auction  
or bidding. It ensures your ad is  
guaranteed to appear when a  
page is loaded.
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Targeting: reaching your audience  

One of the great things about programmatic advertising is the 
ability to set a tightly defined viewer profile to reach a specific 
micro-segment or demographic. You can target by age, 
gender, location, social standing, geographic areas, current 
events, milestones and much more…

You can also target using factors such as viewing habits, 
purchasing habits, if people travel, what food they like etc.  
It’s possible because the Big Data available from usage 
informs the profile of the target user.
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3AdRoll ‘State of Performance Marketing’ 2017 report. techstory.in

50% employ it on mobile...

40% use it for video 
marketing3

70% of marketers are running 
programmatic ads on 
social media platforms...  

 

More than

 

...more than

 

...and almost
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Jargon buster  

There are several buzzwords around  
programmatic advertising. Here are  
the most common and what they mean.

•  RTB

  Short for Real Time Bidding as discussed above –  
the buying and selling of online ad space online via  
real-time auctions.

• DSP

  Short for Demand Side Platform. DSPs offer a centralised 
tool for buying, serving and tracking ads so you can 
optimise campaigns more easily. The leading DSP platforms 
include Facebook Ads Manager, Rocket Fuel, Amazon 
(AAP), MediaMath, Invite Media and DataXu.
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•  SSP

  Short for Supply Side Platform – a technology publishers 
use to sell advertising space automatically. Essentially it’s 
a publisher equivalent of a Demand Side Platform. Leading 
SSP platforms include Google AdX, OpenX, Right Media, 
and PubMatic.

  SSPs also offer publishers the ability to set a minimum  
‘price floor’ when selling space to specific buyers or through 
specific channels. For instance a publisher may discount its 
price to attract a new advertiser.

•  AD EXCHANGE

  A digital marketplace where advertisers and publishers 
buy and sell ads. Publishers stock up ad exchanges with 
their media space (page impression opportunities to show 
ads), and advertisers pick the ones most appealing to 
them. Leading ad exchange platforms for programmatic 
advertising include OpenX, The Rubicon Project, Double 
Click and Google.
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Automated advertising: how it works

Despite the sophisticated technology at work, for advertisers  
the process is very simple. Let’s assume you have a campaign  
to run:

•  First, upload your ad to an ad server. 

•  Next, using a demand side platform, select where, when and 
who the ad should target. With your campaign defined,  
your work is done. Automation takes over.

•  A bid for space is sent to an auction held by an ad exchange. 
If the bid is won, your ad funnels through to a supply side 
platform and is placed on the publisher’s webpage. 

Take a look at the illustration on the next page:
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AD EXCHANGE 

Advertiser’s
ad server

Advertiser

DSPSSP

Publisher’s
ad server Audience
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Programmatic advertising: why use it?

•  POWERFUL, ACCURATE TARGETING

  The ability to quickly and very specifically define the 
desired audience profile for an advertising campaign 
makes the programmatic approach exceptionally powerful.

•  REAL TIME CAMPAIGN REPORTING AND PERFORMANCE

  The moment your digital ad is placed and served 
somewhere, you can see the outcome and learn from it. 
Is one creative working better than another? Is one media 
type attracting more attention? Is one prospect profile 
taking more interest? Insights like this are available in real 
time to optimise any campaign.

•  COMPLETE TRANSPARENCY

   The data reveals precisely when and where your 
advertising appeared, and the exact ROI that resulted.
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•  INCREASED REACH

The ability to access all internet users globally at scale 
creates a universe of billions. Around 3.5 billion people 
are online at any one time. No other medium can offer 
advertisers such potential reach – whilst tracking behaviour 
to generate more data.

•  GREATER EFFICIENCY AND BETTER USE OF BUDGET

You only pay for relevant impressions served to your 
defined prospect profile. In addition, automation delivers 
the best possible price for space in a free market without 
the need for manual intervention. 

on programmatic 
advertising4

 

By 2020, advertisers  
are predicted to spend 

$98bn

http://www.marketingweek.com
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Programmatic advertising: a few risks

•  BRAND SAFETY / MISPLACEMENT OF ADS

Despite best efforts, sometimes ads can accidentally 
appear alongside inappropriate, contentious or politically-
sensitive content. If this happens there is a reputational risk.

•  URL MASKING

Some unscrupulous publishers use URL masking to list their 
website in the ad exchange as another, more reputable 
website. It’s one way publishers can try to abuse the 
programmatic auction process.

19%
in 20195 

Ad spends in  
programmatic will grow 

http://www.entrepreneur.com
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•  COOKIE RELIANCE

Programmatic advertising, like any display advertising, 
relies on cookies to track users across devices. This can be 
a challenge when tracking users across devices. The only 
exception is platforms such as Facebook where the user is 
logged in and can be tracked without cookies.

•  BOT TRAFFIC

Bot traffic (robotic automated visits) may account for some 
of the traffic available through programmatic advertising 
opportunities. Dynamic ads increase the risk because  
there is usually no direct relationship between publisher 
and advertiser.

If you’re looking to begin delving into the world of 
programmatic advertising, and would like some guidance, 
email us on thinking@clearb2b.com
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